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1.1.6.2.

FIREFIGHTER SET FD-10
FD-10 jacket is of a short style with high collar and raglan sleeves. This jacket enables greater mobility to the user. 

The jacket is buttoned with special zipper that enables fast and easy unbuttoning. In the chest area there is a pocket with 
the flap for keeping the communication device and a ring for hanging the gas detector, flash-light, gloves etc. There are two 
pockets with flaps in the waist area. On the sleeve, in the wrist area, there is a DuPontTMNomex® knitting of suitable length, 
with a side slot for pulling the thumb through, for wrist protection. In the elbow area there is reinforcement of special kind of 
self-extinguishing and non-slippery material. 

FD-10 Trousers are of a flat style with higher belt on the back area, and with specially designed suspenders whose length 
may be adjusted by means of plastic buckles, synthetic and elastic tapes. In the shoulder area suspenders are padded with foam 
for better comfort. Buttoning is with zipper and snap-button, and on the side of the waist area there is an elastic tape for waist 
adjustment. On the sides of hoses there are pockets with flaps, as well as zippers for hose opening adjustment. The bottom back 
part of hoses is constructed in a way to prevent stepping on it. In the knee area and on the inside of the bottom of the hoses 
there are reinforcements made of special kind of self-extinguishing and non-slippery material. 

Firefighting working suits FD-10 comply with EU directives and standards:
• 89/686/EEC – Appendix II
• EN 469:2005+AC: 2006 (level of performance X2, Y2 and Z2)


